No F 23/13/IT/10/A/cs-II

Dated: 17-03-2011

The Dy. General Manager,
(Network-I) LHO, State Bank of India,
Parliament Street, New Delhi-110001.

Sub: Collection/Remittance of ESI contributions through System Generated Challans reg.

Sir,

I am to refer to correspondence resting with this office letter of even number dated 14.1.2011 and your e-circular bearing number NBG/SMEBU-POWERJYOTI/83/2010 dated 17.11.2011 vide which some of the SBI Braches were designated for collection of contributions through conventional challan while all other branches would collect contributions only to system generated challan.

It has now been decided that with effect from 01 April 2011, collection of contribution would only be through system generated challans and no conventional/manual challans should be accepted by your branches located in the following states:

(i) Delhi, (ii) West Bengal (iii) Karnataka (iv) MP (v) Maharashtra (vi) Gujarat (vii) AP (viii) Haryana (ix) Punjab

Accordingly, it is requested that all your branches located in the above states be suitably advised accordingly.

It has also been reported by our employers and ROs/SROs that the staff/officers of some of your branches are not clear about the modalities of collection of contributions through system generated challans and in some cases even accessing/opening screen no 7127. It is also requested that a details clarification may also please be issued so that the employers paying challans do not face any difficulty whatsoever.

Immediate action in the matter will be highly appreciated.

Yours faithfully,

(K. RAJASEKAR)

Copy to:-
1. IC/AC (Systems) - for information
2. J D (Systems) for uploading on the website.
3. AC & RD, ESIC RO, Kerala/Dir (I/C) ESIC SRO, Kollam/Ernakulam - for information.